Student Chapter Activity

Sean Malek
Progress so far

• Figuring out how IEEE AESS functions and how I can maximize effectiveness

• Created a short report on Mentoring Program Webpage
  • Very informative of Mentors
  • Could be easier to choose a possible Mentor
    • There should be an easier way to choose a Mentor that fits you
      • Create a section that allows user to input personal information that pairs him/her with a mentor that fits best
      • Update the site to make the search easier for students/mentees

• Content Development for Industry Relations Tab
  • Still working on it
Way Forward

• Initial activity in current academic year
  • Conduct (2) local events in IEEE Dayton Section
  • Document planning of events and outcome
  • **Share results** among Student Chapters

• Future activity
  • Develop AESS web based tool to aid Student Chapters
    • Publish aforementioned results on AESS web page
    • Links IEEE AESS benefits and beyond
    • Mentorship program
    • Instructions for covering Student Chapter expenses
IEEE Dayton Section Student Chapter Events

- Fall 2018 (Before Thanksgiving)
  - Weekday event
    - Lunch or early evening
  - Invite local AESS DL to present
    - Erik Blasch
    - Michael Wicks
  - Refreshments
  - IEEE student membership drive
    - Talk about AESS benefits e.g. AESS mentors
- Spring 2019
  - Weekday event
    - Lunch or early evening
  - Invite IEEE DL to present
  - Refreshments
  - IEEE student membership drive
  - Fall 2019 Event Planning
    - Half day of activity
IEEE opens the door to opportunities that will help you develop your professional identity in IEEE's designated fields of interest: sciences, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). In addition to accessing a range of membership benefits, you'll make global connections with people who can help you along your targeted career path through IEEE's international community of members and volunteers.

Please contact the Student Services team directly if you have questions: student-services@ieee.org.